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The n-dimensional nalogues of Wiener’s “s-function” and difference operator 
associated torectangular limit processes are defined. The Wiener-Plancherel for- 
mula is proved in this context for functions having bounded quadratic means. 
1’ 19X9 Academic Press, Inc. 
We shall prove a Wiener-Plancherel formula on R”. The formula is 
stated in Theorem 4.1 and it is an analogue of the Plancherel formula. 
Whereas the Plancherel formula is valid for finite energy signals, the 
Wiener-Plancherel formula pplies to signals ‘p having bounded quadratic 
means; it provides no information when cp has finite energy. Wiener proved 
the formula on W [Wl; W3, Section 201. One envisages various n-dimen- 
sional versions of Wiener’s result depending on convergence onstraints in a
given problem. Our Wiener-Plancherel formula is based on local behavior 
of the signal on n-dimensional rectangles and the convergence riterion that 
this geometrical constraint demands. 
The Plancherel formula, l]v(t)12 dr= /l~$(y)[~dy, where $ is the 
Fourier transform of cp, establishes thedefinition of @ for signals cp having 
finite energy l]cp(t)12 dt.For perspective we mention that weighted Fourier 
transform norm inequalities provide a generalization of the Plancherel 
formula in the direction fdefining 0 for signals cp having finite energy 
with respect to a given weight or filter, .g., [BH]. 
In both the Wiener-Plancherel analogue and the norm inequality gener- 
alization f the Plancherel formula, the goal is to obtain quantitative 
estimates on the Fourier transform (which is simultaneously being well 
defined). The key word is “quantitative” since the signals ‘p are usually 
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tempered distributions a d consequently have Fourier transforms. From 
our point of view the “quantitative” Wiener-Plancherel formula is a means 
of obtaining precise information about the power spectrum of a given 
signal, e.g., [Bl, (2.1.22) p. 90; B2, Section IV]. Our intention is to 
implement he n-dimensional Wiener-Plancherel formula for effective power 
spectrum computation and spectrum estimation. 
After setting notation in Section 1, we define the convergence criterion 
used for our Wiener-Plancherel formula in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted 
to defining the space BQM(W”) of functions having bounded quadratic 
means, a larger canonical space which we designate as the Wiener space 
W(R”), and the n-dimensional analogue of the so-called Wiener s-function 
for a given signal cp. By means of a new decomposition fW”, we prove 
(Theorem 3.5) that s has finite energy over bounded domains if ‘p E W(W”). 
A statement of the Wiener-Plancherel formula (Theorem 4.1) and some 
relevant examples provide the content of Section 4. The proof of the 
formula is given in Section 6, but an essential step in the proof demands a 
Tauberian argument and this material is developed in Section 5. In fact, 
after stating the usual Tauberian theorem (Theorem 5.1), we prove an 
adaptation (Theorem 5.3) imposed on us because of the convergence “over 
all n-dimensional rectangles” defined in Section 2. This is a critical step 
since we see at this point hat such convergence an only be weakened on a 
set of measure 0. In order to mold Theorem 5.3 into the precise form, viz., 
Theorem 5.5, required in Section 6 it is necessary to discuss Segal algebras 
(Definition 5.4). 
A student of Wiener’s work will certainly appreciate hat portions of 
Wiener’s proof of the Wiener-Plancherel formula on W carry over to R”. 
However, the whole proof does not extend in a routine way; and so our 
presentation isreally a mix of our results and those ideas and calculations 
of Wiener’s which easily generalize from R to BP”. We should also point out 
that the Tauberian part of our argument has been dealt with in a different 
but necessarily Tauberian manner in [AKM]; the setting of [AKM] is W*. 
Our contribution atthe Tauberian stage has been to provide the raison 
d’Ctre for the convergence criterion we have used. Besides [AKM] there 
have been several other recent and interesting studies related to the 
Wiener-Plancherel formula, e.g., [CLl; CL2; L; LL]. Besides Wiener, the 
inspiration for these works is rooted in the research of J. Bass, Bertrandias, 
and Masani, e.g., [Ba; Ber 1; Ber 2; M]. 
In the sequel we shall give the spherical Wiener-Plancherel formula in 
R”. More important, we shall provide the distributional relation between $ 
and its “primitive,” the Wiener s-function, in terms of the appropriate 
differential operators which depend respectively on the rectangular conver- 
gence of this paper or the spherical convergence of the next, cf., [Bl, 
Proposition 2.1.11. Finally, digitization of the Wiener-Plancherel formula s 
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well as applications to spectrum estimation will complete this phase of our 
program. 
1. NOTATION 
C,,(Rn) designates the space of complex-valued continuous functions ‘p 
on n-dimensional Euclidean space R” with the property that 
such that 
VE > 0, 3T = T(E) > 0 
Vx 4 B(O,T) = {x E W”: 1x1 I T}, /q(x)/ < E. 
(1x1 = (xf + *** +x2)l12 for x = (xi,. . , x,J E W”.) C,(W”) is the sub- 
space of C&R”) coniisting ofelements ‘p having compact support K = 
supp IJX A measure p on KS’ is a linear functional defined on C,(R “) 
satisfying limi _ m p( pj) = 0 for every sequence {cpj} G C,(R”) having the 
properties that limj ~m Ilcp,]], = 0 and supp qj c K, where K is a compact 
set independent of j and )I .. . ]lm is the supremum norm, e.g., [Bo]. M(R “) 
is the space of measures and M+(R”) = {CL E M(R “) : p(q) 2 0 for all 
non-negative 9,E C,(R”)}. If p E M(R”) then the total variation measure 
is denoted by 1~1 E M+(R “). The space Mh(lR “) of measures having 
bounded total variation is the set of continuous linear functionals on
C&R”) taken with the 1) .. . ]lm norm. We write (p, ‘p) = I = 
ha) dCL(t)- 
Lf,(R”), p E [l, co), is the set of Lebesgue measurable functions for 
which /K]q(t)]P dt < 00 for each compact set K c BP”. LJ’(W”) =
{‘p E Lo : ]]‘p]lP = (/]~I(t)]p dz)“J’ < co}. Note that Lk(W”) C 
Li,,(R”) c M(R”), where the latter inclusion is a consequence of the 
definition “dp( t) = q(t) dr ” for ‘p E L:,(lR”); in particular (from the 
previous paragraph), the notation “/ . . . ” in the definition f P’(R”) 
designates integration over all of W”. We can also define F’(S) for S c R” 
and in this ituation we write ]I .* + ]lP as 
IMI Lptsj or Ilv4~p(s) II- 
The usual adjustment is made for the p = co case. 
L’(R”) is a Banach algebra with multiplication defined by the convolu- 
tion QI * 4 (t) = ]cp( I- x)$(x) dx. The Fourier transform of QJ E L’(W “) is 
the function 
e(y) = je-2ni’-y(p(t) dr,
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where y = (yr,..., y ) E an (= W “). The Fourier transform is an isometric 
isomorphism of the space sP(W”) G L’(R”) consisting ofthose infinitely 
differentiable functions cpwhose distance (metric) from the origin is defined 
by the countable family of semi-norms ]]tp 6JOtp(t)(Lm(W”)]] -C co,where (Y 
and @ are multi-indices and tS and aa have the usual higher dimensional 
definition. The dual of sP(W”) is the space 5X”@“) of tempered istribu- 
tions [S]. 
Given T = (T,,..., T,), where each lJ > 0. We write T > 0 and define 
the “rectangle” R,= {x = (x1,..., x ): xi E [-Tj,Tj] for each j = 
1 >***, 
z 
n} G R”. We also write B, = B(0, l), W +n = {x E W”: each xi 2 0}, 
n-1 = {x E 88” : 1x1 = l}, and r,(p(x) = cp(x - t); and designate the 
characteristic function of S c W” by xs and the Lebesgue measure of 
S G W” by ] S ] n or ] S] . Z is the set of integers, and summation over h is 
designated by Z. 
2. CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 
There are several natural convergence riteria for functions ofmore than 
one variable. For a given function cp : W * -+ C we write lim, _ ,cp( x) = ‘pO 
E C to mean that 
VE > 0 and Vc = (c,,... , CJ E R”, where ]c] = 1 and each 
cj > 0, ~N(E, c) = N such that x1 > N implies 
J(P(CIXlrCZX1,...,CnX1) - (POJ< E. (2.1) 
Similarly, lim x ~ acp( x) = ‘pO E C denotes convergence inthe sense that 
VE > 0 and Vc = (cr ,..., c”) E W”, where ]c] = 1 and each 
c, >O, El&(&, c)= 6 such that 0 < x1 < S implies 
I~(CIX1,CZX1,...,CnX~) - cp,l < E. (2.2) 
Geometrically, (2.1) and (2.2) indicate convergence to (p,, E C along every 
straight line in R +” through the origin except he axes themselves. 
We write G - lim x _ ,cp( x) = ‘p,, E C to mean that 
VE > 0, 3N( E) = N = (N,, .. . , NJ such that x CZ R, implies 
Id4 - (PO1 < E- (2.3) 
There is an analogous definition for the notation, G - lim, ~ ,,‘p(x) = ‘po. 
We have used the letter “G” for this convergence to distinguish it from 
(2.1) and (2.2) and because G-convergence isthe natural definition f
convergence for R n considered as a (locally compact) group. The conver- 
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gence criterion (2.3) is equivalent tothe usual Euclidean criterion, E -
lim ,,,cp(x) = cpo E 6, defined to mean that 
V’E > 0, !lN(e) = N such that 1x1 > N, i.e., x 4 B(0, N), im- 
plies 
Id-4 - cpol < E. 
Geometrically, (2.3) indicates convergence to ‘p. E C along every path 
(whose points eventually have arbitrarily large distance from the origin). 
We write U - lim, _ ,cp( x) = ‘p. E C to mean that 
Y(E > 0, 3N(e) = N such that min(x,, x2,. . , x,) > N implies 
IQ+,,..., xn) - ‘PO1 < E- (2.4) 
We have used the letter “U” to denote “unrestricted”; and this notion of 
unrestricted convergence plays a key role in multi-dimensional Fourier 
series, e.g., [A; Z, Chap. XVII]. Geometrically, if R,(N) = {t : ] tj] 2 N, 
j = l,..., n}, cf., Notation 3.4, then (2.4) indicates closeness to(p. E C by 
‘p( t) for every t in the corner R,(N) n W +“, provided N is large nough. 
Remark 2.1. a. If G - lim ,+.JP(x) = ‘p. then U - lim,+,cp(x) = (po, 
but not vice versa. To see the implication assume the G-convergence and 
take E > 0 with corresponding N(E) = (N,, .. . , N,). Let R,(M) = {t : It,1 
I M, j = 1,. . , n} = R,, ,,,,, ,+,), sothat if M = max{ Nj: j = 1,. . , n} 
then R ,,+) G R,(M). Consequently, I&x) - ‘po] < E for x e R,(M). The 
converse fails easily for the following simple xample, even if we restrict 
G-convergence to R “‘. Let cp be 1 on R,(l) = R, and 0 otherwise. 
b. If U - lim .+,cp(x) = q. then lim ,+,cp(x) = ‘po, but not vice 
versa. 
To see the implication assume the U-convergence and take E > 0 with 
corresponding M(E) = M > 0. Choose any c = (ci, .. . , cn) where each 
cj > 0 and ]c] = 1. We have Iv(y) - ‘po] < E for min(y,,.. ,y,) > M 
and must find N(E, c) = N for which ]‘p(c,x,, . . . c,xi) - ‘po] < E when 
xi > N. Consider the ray through 0 E R” and c, and let P = (PI,.  . , P,) 
be the point where it pierces R,(M). Set N(E, c) = N = max{ Pj/tj : j = 
1 3 . . * , n}, so that if xi > N then (cix,, czxl, _. . , c,xJ E R,(M); this gives 
the desired approximation. 
The converse fails easily for the following simple xample. Let P = P, = 
[El’ x2) E w +2 : x2 I x:} and define ‘p in lR+2 as xP. Clearly, 
,+,cp(x) = 1, for if x2 = (c1/c2)x1 then the ray through 0 E R2 and 
(c,, c2) intersects the parabola t the point whose x,-coordinate is cl/c2 
and, thereafter, is within P. On the other hand, ‘p takes values 0 and 1 in 
any corner R,(M) n W +2. 
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3. BOUNDED QUADRATIC MEANS, THE WIENER SPACE, AND THE 
WIENER S-FUNCTION 
DEFINITION 3.1. The space BQM(R”) of functions having bounded 
quadratic means is the set of all functions cpE L\,(W”) for which 
The Wiener space W(W”) is the set of all functions cpE L:,(W”) for which 
Iv(t) I2
wd = J (1 + p> . . . (1 + 1;) dt < O”. 
Wiener [W3, Theorem 201 proved the first inclusion of the following 
result for the case n = 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. BQM(R”) G W(W”) G P”(R”). 
Proof. a. We shall first prove that BQM(R”) c W(W”). For the sake of 
communicating by means of a relatively civilized calculation we take n = 2 
and write cp = I#1 * for 1c, E BQM(W *). We compute 
z = I:;/_“, (1 + J,‘;l + t;) dt 2 1 
r, r, 1 
= -T, -Tl (1 + tf)(l + t;) J / a, a2Jbl~&3v ~2) dx, 4 4 dt2 
= c?~~*~/~~(P(x) dx ’ 
0 0 - T1 
The “boundary term” inside the bracket is 
b(t2) = (1 FT2, a2~&-~Tdx) dx. 
1 1 1 
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z = /-“, (1 + t;) [z,(t,) + ~&,)I 4 
I 
7.2 2T, = 
-T,(l + t;)(l + T,2) 
d$Q(?, ~2) 4 4 
‘2ip(tl, x2) dx, dt, dt2= J1 + J,. 
We evaluate 
T2@(T,, x2) dx, - &/,-T2@K’ ~2) 6 
“@(T,, ~2) dx, dt2 
1 
J T2 @(T,, ~2) 4 -T, 
/ 
4tf 
+ T, L j” 
0 (1 + t;)2 2t, -12 
ip(T,, x2) dx,dt, . 1 
Since 0 < (T - 1)2 = (T* + 1) - 2T we have 0 I 2T/(l + T2) I 1 for 
T > 0. Also, tz/(l + ti)2 I l/(1 + 1,') and so J1 I B(J/)(l f 4 tan-’ T2) 
I B($)(l f 27r). 
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Next, we evaluate 
j” 4r: 1 J2 = 
0 (1 + t:)’ 
j” 
4 + 4 
t,, ~2) dx, 4 4 
/ 
r, 4t: = 
0 (1 + tf) Wl? x2) dx, 
+ 
J 
T2 4tf 1 
0 (1 + t:)’ 2t* J 
” @(tl, x2) dx, dt, dt, 
-12 1 
I J T 4t; ” 0 (1 + t:)’ (1 + ii)’ dr2 dtl II 
I 4B(#)(l + 27r)J’ ‘l’ 
0 (1 + tf) 
2 dt, I 27rB(#)(l + 277). 
Consequently, W(lt/) I B(IC/)(l + 27~)~. 
b. Let QJ E W(W”) and 6 E Y(R”). By HGlder’s inequality and hy- 
pothesis we have 
cp(t)e(t) dt ’ I j- 
b(t) I2
p(t> dt/IB(t)P(t)“‘I* dt 
for P(t) = l-&,(1 + 1;). 
Suppose now that lim 8 = 0 in Y(R”). In particular, m+m m 
lim m+oo))B,,r(t)tk))m = 0 for each k = (kl,..., k,), where tk = @ ... t,k, 
fort = (l,,..., t ,). Thus, ‘p E .Y’(lR”) since 
DEFINITION 3.3. The Wiener s-function corresponding tocp E &JR”) 
is 
S(Y) = jE(t> u)cp(t) dt, y E ii”, 
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where 
t E W” and y E lb”, 
and 
Vt E W, VyE ii, e(t,y) = 
-2mit ’ 
e-2niry 
-2nit ’ 14 ’ 1, 
cf., part ci of the proof of Theorem 3.5 for describing the convergence of 
the integral defining s. 
Notation 3.4. We decompose R” into rectilinear pieces in the following 
way: 
a. Let n = 2. Set R,. = {t: It,1 I 1, It,1 I l}, R, = {t: ItI1 L 1, It21 
2 l}, R, = {t: It,1 I 1, It,1 2 l},and R, = {t: It,1 2 1, It,1 5 l).Then 
R* = R,. u R, u R, u R,. 
b. Let n = 3. Set R, = {t : I tjl d 1, j = 1,2,3} (the unit cube) and 
R, = {t : I tjl 2 1, j = 1,2,3} (none of the components is in (- 1,l)). 
Then define the “slabs” R, = {t: It,1 I 1, It21 2 1, It,1 2 l}, R, = 
{t: It,1 r 1, It,] I 1, It,/ 2 l}, R, = {t: It,/ 2 1, It,1 2 1, It,1 I l}, 
and the “tubes” R,,, = (t: It,1 I 1, It,1 I 1, It31 2 l}, R1,3 = {t: (t,l <
1, It,1 2 1, 1131 I I>, R,,, = {t: It,1 2 1, It,1 5 1, It31 < l}. Then R3 = 
CR, u 4) u (4 u 4 u R3) u (4.2 u $3 u R2,3). 
c. Forarbitrarynweset R,={t:It,l~l,j=l,...,n}andR,= 
{t: It,1 2 1, j = l,..., n } and then define the regions: 
R,, R,, . . . , R,; 
R 1.27 R,,,, .. ., R,.,; R,,,, R,,,,. . , R,,.;. . ;R.-,,. (that is, all 2- 
tuples); 
R 1,2,3,. . . (all 3-tuples); 
R l,....n-13.s. (all (n - 1)-tuples). 
Generally Rj,, j,, , jky k < n, is the set of points t= (tl,..., t,) E W” such 
that It,1 I 1, for i = 1,. . , 
Then 
k, and ltjl 2 1, for j4 {j;: i= l,..., k}. 
IF&‘” = UR,, 
01 
wherea=c,O,or(j,,...,j,)EN X e.0 XN(k-factors)and k<n. 
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Note that except for R, each R, (including R,) is disconnected, andthe 
number of connected components of each R,, (Y = (j,, .. . , j,), is 2”-k. 
Also card{ R,} = 2” since the cardinality of the power set of { 1,. . , n } is 
2”; and card{ R, : a = (j,, .. . , j,), k -c n fixed} = ( i). 
THEOREM 3.5. Giuen cp E Z&JR”). If W(cp) < M) then s E L~&lk”). 
ProoJ: Let 
S,(Y) = /, J% YM) dt 
n 
so that s = Eas,. The result follows once we show each s, E Lt,,@“). 
a. For a = c and ‘p E Lr,,(R”), 
and, in fact, s,. is continuous on t%“. 
b. For (Y = 0 we compute 
Consequently, s0E L2(kn) is the L*-Fourier t ansform of 
c.i. For (Y = (jr,. . , j,), let R,(k) = {t = (tjl ,..., ii,) E Wk: t,, E
[-l,l] for i = l,..., k} and let R(n - k, N) = {t E lWnek : 1 I 1 tj\ 2 N 
forjP{j,:i=l,..., k}}.Defines,,,=s,as 
where dfk = dtj, .. . dtj, and dFnek represents he remaining n - k terms. 
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We shall show that for any compact set K c k’ and any E > 0, 
3N(&,K)suchthatVq>p>N(&,K), 
II&3 - Sp,AlL2(K) < E- (3.1) 
As a consequence of (3.1) there is a unique function sK E L*(K) for which 
lim p-mllSK - &xlIL2(K) = 0. 
Now, if {K,} c k” is an increasing sequence of compact sets whose 
union is all of k” then it is easy to see that s~_+~ = sK, on K,. Thus, there 
is a unique function sE Lf&J”) which equals k on each compact set K. 
The integral inDefinition 3.3 is meant to converge in the manner described 
here; and so (3.1) will suffice toyield the theorem. 
c.ii. We shall prove (3.1) for n = 2, k = 1, and j, = 2. The general 
case is proved by the same technique. 
We begin by writing 
s,(y) - s,(y) = - ~~~l~llilldVe-2~ir’y1(~~~~ihy2 - Qf) dt,dr, 
1 
= -~ 
4a 2 J 
e-2nir1y1h (t,, y2) dt,, 
P~lhl~4 
where 
and where sq - sp is continuous on k’ by an estimate similar to that in 
part a. 
Now,let R(p,q)= {t,:pl It,1 <q}.Ifwedefine 
then 
VY, E k VP < 4, 4&Y*)(Y1) = (sq - sp>(YD Y2h 
and so, by Plancherel’s theorem, 
VY, E k /[3,(~,9 ~2) - s,(y,, y2) I* 4 = /l$.4(tl’ yz)I* 4. (3.2) 
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x [(l + $)(l + 1:)]“’ dt2 d4 
where 
Consequently, we obtain 
Recall we have E > 0 and K G k* compact. Choose M = MK such that 
K c W X [ - M, M]. By our hypothesis W( ‘p) < KI, choose N( E, K) such 
that 
/ 
IQ% t2) I2 3112E2 
dt, dt, < - 
III ‘WE, 4 (1 + tl’)(l + f;) 2M3 * 
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Taking q > p > N(E, K) and using (3.3) we compute 
dt, 4 dv2 
and, thus, (3.1) is obtained. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. There is a shorter proof of Theorem 3.5 in terms of the 
amalgam space L1*2(Wk x Rm), n = k + m, and the Bochner-Fourier 
transform on JC’,~(W k x Wm) [FS; 01. In order to avoid the additional 
machinery associated with this theory we have chosen to prove the result 
using elementary methods. 
4. THE WIENER-PLANCHEREL THEOREM 
The Wiener-Plancherel theorem is 
THEOREM 4.1.’ Given QJ E BQM(BB”). Then the equality 
Fim -&;~(t)12dt = x”“o x ‘: A j-lA&)12dy (“.I) 
T - 1” n 
is obtained, where s is the Wiener s-function (Dejinition 3.3), A, is the 
symmetric diflerence operator ( Dejinition 6.1) 
Ax+) = ; C (-l)‘“‘s(y + AU), 
OS0 
and the limits are taken in the sense of Section 2. (Zn particular, foreach 
c = (Cl,..., c,,), the product A, . . . A, is replaced byh”,c, .. . c,.) Equation 
(4.1) means that if either limit exists and is finite hen the same is true of the 
other limit. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Section 6, cf., the proof for LOO(R) 
in [Bl, pp. 90-921. In this ection we shall give some examples and discuss 
the relationship between the s-function, the difference operator, and the 
convergence criterion. 
It is clear that bounded functions on R” belong to BQM(W”). It is also 
easy to see that this inclusion isproper. The following example provides a
means of generating a useful class of unbounded elements in BQM(W”). 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. a. For n = 1 let x = ~t-r,~,i,~) anddefine 
(4.2) 
where sk > 0, rk + sk/2 I rk+l - sk+i/2, and lim,, *oork = k co. Choose 
any sequence of functions for which 
where Ik = [rk - sk/2, rk + sJ2). Clearly, $J 4 Lm(R); and we now pro- 
vide conditions sothat B( #) < 00. For T > 0, we have 
a finite sum; and, thus, the condition, 
ensures that B( 4) < co. 
It is easy to construct rk, sk, and hk(t) for which (4.4) is valid. To avoid 
dealing with small T > 0, let # = 0 in a neighborhood of the origin. Next, 
let hk(t) = h, E C on Ik, and suppose ach lh,12s, = 1 and limk,+,s, 
= 0; in particular, \cI@ Lm(W). The left-hand side of (4.4) isCICTjI h,12i, =
C,,,,l, where k E Z(T) if rk - sJ2 < T and -T < rk + sJ2; conse- 
quently, (4.4) is obtained if rk = k. 
b. For arbitrary n,set q(t) = l-l;,,cp,(r,), wheret = (ti, . . . , t,) and 
each ‘pj is a complex-valued function on W. Clearly, 
ed s ,+4(a), 
where B, is the B-functional defined on W. If $i = ’ * * = +“-I = 1 and 
+” = $, 4 being defined by (4.2) and (4.3) and satisfying (4.4) then 9 is an 
unbounded function for which B(+) < co. 
In the case n = 2, (p(ti, t2) = #(t2), and so ‘p is an unbounded function 
which takes the constant value $(t2) on the line A4 through the point 
(0, t2) E W2; M is parallel tothe t,-axis. For arbitrary n,cp(tr, . . ., tti) = 
#(t,) is an unbounded function which takes the constant value $J (1,) on the 
(n - l)-dimensional m nifold A4 = W”-’ through the point (0,. . ,O, t,) E 
W”; A4 is parallel toW”-‘. 
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This procedure to construct pE BQM(W”) \ L”(W”) can be generalized 
extensively and also leads to the question of characterizing various comple- 
tions of tensor products of functions 8 for which B,(0) -C co, e.g., [Bl, 
Sections 3.1.9-3.1.111. One such generalization s to generate xamples 
having the form 
cp(tp..., 'n) = (Pk(tj,Y"'? tjk)\C/k+l(fk+l) .'. +nttrz)7 
where (Pi E L”(Rk) and each JI, is defined as in part a. 
Instead of taking products, the construction i part a can also be 
generalized directly giving unbounded functions inBQM(R “) which cannot 
be factored into lower dimensional examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. In Section 3 we showed that BQM(R”) c W(!R”). This 
result is important since the finiteness of the integral, 
J 
b(t) I2 
(1 + r:> -. . (1 + tn’) dt, 
plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that this integral is
only one of several possible g neralizations of the one-dimensional case. In 
particular, onecould consider defining the space W(lR”) by the condition, 
or the condition. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The proper choice is governed by the definition ofthe s-function, the 
difference operator A,, and the convergence riterion used in the theorem. 
In the case of (4.5) the sets over which the quadratic means are taken 
should be spheres. The s-function a d difference op rator should be defined 
to respect he spherical geometry of this ituation. I  the case of (4.6), the 
sets over which the quadratic means should be taken are the interiors of
hyperboloids, 
I&-= {t= u-3”: It,?, .** t,l < T}. 
Since the sets Hr are unbounded, the analogue of Theorem 4.1 loses ome 
interest. 
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We observe that (4.5) and (4.6) fail for case p(t) = 1 on R”, n > 1. 
The functions q(t) = (tla play an important role in many parts of 
harmonic analysis, e.g., [BH]. Therefore, we ask when such weights are 
elements of BQM(R “). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Since 
we see that cp E L&&W”) if and only if (Y > -n. Similarly, cp E L&(R”) if 
and only if (Y > -n/2. 
a. We first note that B(q) < cc if and only if a = 0. This is based on 
the following calculation which requires that (Y > -n/2, 
= 
w n-1 1 T2”+” 
Tl ... T,2a+n m ’ (4.7) 
where T, = min{ T,, .. . , T,}. In fact, if (Y > 0 and Tl = ... = T, = T, 
then by taking larger and larger T, we obtain B(q) = cc; and if (Y -C 0 and 
Tl = . . . = T,, = T,,, then by taking smaller and smaller T, we obtain 
B( ‘p) = cc. The same argument works for 1 + ]t loI. 
b. On the other hand, W(cp) -C cc if and only if OL E (-n/2,1/2). 
This fact requires the following elementary calculations. If (YI -n/2 then 
Wd 2 J 
dt 








2” Bnltl” 2” 0 r” 




B,- fJ(1 + tf) 
1 
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and 
141 dt = *“-’ 
J 
m 141 
$1 + t;) 
- dt, = 00. 
-,1+t,2 
1 
It remains to verify that W( VP) < cc for (Y E (-n/2,1/2). If (Y E [0,1/2) 
then 
where the first inequality follows ince (tf + . . . + t,f)” I 17~z,(1 + t,‘)” 
for cy 2 0 and the second follows ince (Y < l/2. If 1y E (-n/2,0] then 
W(cp) -c 00 when 
J ( 
t; +*. *+ty 
dt < 00 (4.8) 
4 $1 + tj) 
1 
because lt12” I 1 for ~1 I 0 and t E B,,- .To verify (4.8) we bound the 
left-hand side by 
/’ 
t,z+ ... +tn’)” lr 2a+n-1 
$l+ t;+ .*’ +t,’ 




and this is finite when (Y > -n/2. 
Finally, we discuss weakening the convergence criterion i  Theorem 4.1 
to the case that limits are taken over rectangles with sides of fixed ratio. The 
definitions of the s-function a d the difference operator remain the same. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. a. Given C > 0 and let L = L, = {(t,, t2) E Iw 2 : 
(t2 - Ct,)(t, + Ct,) < 0} be the “bowtie” with slope C. Define cp = xL. 
For any fixed c > 0 we have 




where T = (T,, CT,) and RT = [ - T,, TI] X [ - cTI, CT,]. In particular, the
left-hand side of (4.1) fails to exist. 
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Suppose C = l/2, and consider convergence only over squares, i.e., the 
case c = 1. From (4.9) we obtain 
(4.10) 
Because c = 1 and motivated by (4.1), we want to compare the ordinary 
limit in (4.10) with the ordinary limit, 
(4.11) 
To estimate (4.11) we proceed as follows. Since 
we have 
> ;/,“/d’( y)*( y)*dt2dtl = ;, (4.12) 
where the equality is a consequence of integration by parts. For cp = xL we 
use (6.3) to compute 
&Q(y)[*dy = ;i+( y)*( ~)*d2dll. (4.13) 
1 2 
Taking Xi = X2, i.e., c = 1, (4.13) equals the left-hand side of (4.12) and so, 
in this case, the quantity in (4.11) is larger than that in (4.10). Conse- 
quently, EQ (4.1) fails for convergence over squares. 
We note that the calculation n (4.12) is used in [AKM], where generahza- 
tions of the Wiener-Plancherel theorem are considered for W*, but not in 
the context of s-functions and difference operators. 
b. Given C > 0 and let P = PC = {(tl, t2) E W*: It21 < Ctf} be a 
“parabolic bowtie.” Define ‘p = xp. In this case, the left-hand side of (4.1) 
exists and equals $. 
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5. TAUBERIAN RESULTS 
Our starting point is Wiener’s Tauberian theorem [Wl; W2]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let I c L’(W”) be a non-zero closed ideal. If for each 
y E kn there is K E Z for which z(y) # 0 then I = L’(W “). 
For generalizations, perspective, andseveral proofs we refer to [Bl]. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Given cp : R” +C. l-limcp=cp,EC means that 
Ve > 0 and Vc = (cl,. . , c,,) E W”, 3x0(&, c) E W such that x > x0(&, c) 
implies 
I& + Cl,..., x + CJ - ‘PO1 -c E. 
Geometrically, 1 - lim cp = q+, indicates convergence to (p,, E 4: along 
every ray beginning at some point in the plane and having slope 1. The 
notation, “1 - lim,” signifies this lope; and the limit reflects behavior at 
infinity inthe “far-reaches” of W +n. Clearly, ifG - lim,,,cp(x) = ‘pO then 
1 -limcp=cp,. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose J is a subset of L’(W “) with property that for each 
y E 8’ there is a K E J for which J?(Y) f 0. If # E L”(W”) satisjies the 
condition, 
then 
VK E J, 1 - lim Ic, * K = 0, 
vq E L’(W”), l-limrC,*q=O. 
This result is Tauberian in the sense that convergence for a subclass of 
summability methods, viz., those determined by the elements of J, implies 
convergence for the whole class of methods determined by L’(W”). The 
hypothesis, J E Lm(W”), is the “Tauberian condition.” 
Proof. Let I = { cp E L’(W”) : 1 - lim I/J * cp = 0). I + (0) since J c I. 
We shall prove that I is a closed ideal in L’(W”); this combined with 
Theorem 5.1 yields the result. 
Given 8 E L’(W”) and cp E I. The vector space I will be an ideal if 
1 - lim $ * cp * 19 = 0. To verify this limit, first note that for any t and 
c = (c,, .. . , cn) E R”, lim,,,$ * cp(x + c - t)O(t) = 0, since for d = c 
- t we know lim x -,,I/ *cp( x + d) = 0 because cp E 1. (As the argument 
of a function, x equals (x, . . . , x) and t equals (t, . . . , t), whereas x E R in 
the notation “x --, oo”.) Also, 
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Consequently, we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to obtain 
lim $~*cp(x+c-t)B(t)dt=O, 
x--‘cu J 
and this is precisely the statement 
l-lim#*cp*f?=O. 
To prove I is closed let ( cpj} c I and cp E L’(W”) satisfy limj,,]]~~ - 
(PIILQR~) = 0. For a~ fixed c E R”, I+ * CP(X + c)I 2 Il~ll~~(~~~II~j - 
CPII LLcR”) + ]$ * qj(x + c)]. For a given E > 0 choose j such that 11~~ -
cp!l L’(W) < NW II P(w)); and, for this fixed j, I# * ‘pj(x + c)] < &/2 for 
all large x since qj E I. Thus, limx,,]$ * QJ(X + c)] = 0 and so 9, E I. 
Q.E.D. 
We need essentially thefull power of Definition 5.2 in order to imple- 
ment the dominated convergence theorem in the proof of Theorem 5.3. 
DEFINITION AND REMARK 5.4. a. A Segul algebra S(W”) is a dense 
subalgebra of L’(R”) satisfying thefollowing conditions: 
i. S(W”) is a Banach algebra with norm ]I .. . ]Is and the natural 
injection S(W”) G L’(W”) is continuous; 
ii. S(W”) is translation nvariant and there xist constants A, B > 0 
such that 
iii. V~+J E S(W”), V’E > 0, 36 > 0 such that 
Vt E B(0, S), llw - ‘PIIS < E. 
The continuity condition in property i is automatic since any Banach 
algebra that is a subalgebra ofa semisimple commutative Banach algebra B
is continuously embedded in B. 
b. If S(R”) is a *-algebra, i.e., cpE S(W”) implies @ E S(W”), where 
G(x) = ‘p( -x) , then p* q(x) defined by (CL, +r#) is a well-defined ele- 
ment of Lm(W”) for each /J E S’(R”) and cp E S(W”). In fact, 1~ * q(x)] I 
Il~ll~~II~ll~~ where II. . . IIs is the natural norm on the dual space S’(R “). 
c. It is clear that L’(R”) is a Segal algebra. The first non-trivial Segal 
algebra S&R”) was introduced byWiener [W2, Section 3; W3, Section lo] 
and is defined as the set of continuous functions q on W” for which 
lpv = wPlqn)ll < co, where 1, = m + I,,, m E Z”, and I,, = [O,l) 
. . x [0, 1). It is easy to check that S;(WR) consists of the measures 
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p E M(W “) for which 
suPlCLI(ZJ < 00. 
m 
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Also, S,(W”) is a *-Segal algebra contained in C,,(R”) n L’(W”). 
d. By the same argument used for L’(W”) it is easy to see that Segal 
algebras have bounded approximate identities, cf., the proof of Theorem 
5.5. A more substantial property of Segal algebras i that every closed ideal 
I, G S(lR”) has the form Z n S(R”), where Z is a unique closed ideal of 
L’(W”), e.g., [R, Chap. 6.21, cf., [El. Recent major contributions to Segal 
algebras are due to Feichtinger, .g., [F]. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let S(W”) be a *-Segal algebra with dual S’(R”). Suppose 
J is a subset of S(R “) with the property that for each y E 8” there is K E J 
for which 2(y) # 0. Zf ~1 E S’(R “) satisjes the condition, 
QK E J, l-fimjJ*K= WpjK(t)dt, 
for some constant Wp, then 
Qq E S(W), 1 - limp*q = W,/q(t) dt. 
Prooj Without loss of generality, assume Wp = 0; in fact, p * K - 
w,.h<t> dt = (CL - w,> * K and Wp E S’(R”). We first how 
QK E J, Q0 E L’(W”), Qc E R”, J;mJL*K*e(x + c) = 0, (5.1) 
where x + c = (x + cr, .. . , x + c”). This follows by the dominated conver- 
gence argument used in Theorem 5.3. In fact our hypothesis on p * K yields 
lim x+mp* K(X + c - t)e(t) = 0 for almost all t and ]p* K(X + c - 
t)e(t)l I IlpllstllKlls18(f)l E L’(R”) by Definition 5.4b. 
Also, note that I/J = Z.L * 8 E Lm(W”) for 8 E S(W”). Consequently, by
(5.1) and Theorem 5.3, we know 
Qq E L'(R"), 1 - lim(p*e)*q(x) = 0. (5.2) 
Next, taking ‘p E S(R”), we make the estimate 
IPL*‘P~ + 41~P*((P - wax + 41 +IP+P(x +41 
5 IIPII~IICP - fl*a +Iww~ + 41. 
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Now, for a given E > 0 and c E R n, choose t? = 8, E S(W “) for which 
hop - 8 * (pIIs < e/(211pllT), and then, using (5.2), choose x0(&, c) such that 
1~ * 0 * (p( x + c) I < e/2 for all x > x0(&, c). Combined with the above 
estimate we obtain 1~ * cp(x + c)l < E for all x > X&E, c), and the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. a. Define the function K~, “A” for “arithmetic,” and K~, 
“R” for “Riemann.” on R” as 
each tj 2 0 
some tj < 0 
and 
am = f fi (e’j sin2(2ne-‘I)). 
i=l 
b. jKR(t) dt = 1. In fact, 
since jom((sin2 u)/u*) du = n/2. 
Also, uR E S&R”). First, K~ is clearly continuous, and, writing m = 
Cm l,. . , m,,), we have 
Next, setting 
we see that aj I e-j if j 2 0 and aj I (1/(2a)2)ej” < ej if j < 0. 
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Therefore, 
c II%I~“(L) II 22 Z2” c e-(lmll+ ‘.. Im”l) = p( &+I)” 5 12”. 
(ml,....m,) 
Finally, ]ZR(y)] > 0 on k’. By definition of K~ it is sufficient to show 
that each of the n-factors ofK~ has non-vanishing Fourier transform, and 
Wiener has provided this calculation [W3, pp. 142-1431. Adjusting con- 
stants, we obtain 
2aiyj 
sinh( 7rzvj), 
which never vanishes. 
c. Clearly, /am dt = 1 and 
h(Y) = ii l 
j-1 (1 + 21riyj) ’ Y = (Yw-7YJ 
never vanishes. On the other hand, K~ 6Z Sw(lRn), since K~ is not continu- 
ous on W n. 
6. PROOF OF THE WIENER-PLANCHEREL THEOREM 
DEFINITION6.1. LetA = (-l,l}“c tin and ]w] = card{j: wj= -1) 
for w E 9, and let X E 119 +*. The n-dimensional symmetric d#erence opera- 
tor ah is defined by 
&f(y) = ; c (-l)‘“‘f(~ + Ad, 
ocn 
wheref:k” + 4: and ho = (Xrwr,..., A ++). 
LEMMA 6.2. na. Given functions f :h j + 6: and g : a k + C, and de$ne 
the function h : W ’ -+c, forn=j+k, as 
h(Y) =f(Y1,...,Yj)g(Yj+l)..., Yn)’ 
If X~~+“iswrittena.sX=(~~ ,..., pj,vl ,..., u,)then 
AAh = Apf(Y,,**.,Yj) Avg(Yj+l,**., Yn)> 
where p = (pl,. . , pj) and Y = (VI,. . , yk)s 
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b. ForeachhEk+“andtEW”, 
A,E(t, y) = ke-2Vi’.y ,fjd2v,,(l,)~ 
where d,,[( u) = (sin(2Iru[))/(Iru) “d” is for Dirichlet). 
Proof a. Let 
IQI = IaI + IPI 
AJW = 
G = vj x !J2,, where w = (a, p) E fij x fi2,. Note that 
for a gven 0 E 0. We compute 
1 
2” c 
(-l)‘“‘(-l)“‘h(y + ho) 
o=(a,&EQ,xQk 
k ca,rj~a,xa (-l)‘“‘(-l)‘P’f((Y,,...,Yj) + Pa) 
k 
xg((Yj+lY”‘>Yn) + ‘P) 
A,f(Y,,...,Yj)'xg(Yj+l,...,Y"). 
b. By means of part a we compute 
and by direct computation we have 
A,,e(fj, yj) = :e-2arf~y~ dlaA,( t,). 
The result follows by combining these facts. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Given 91, I/I E L\,,(R”) for which I/cp(t)#(t) dtl < CO and 
such that 
Vt E W”, VW E !d, iw = #(4- (6-l) 
Define the function 
Then 
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Proof For each w E !& let Q, he the open “quadrant” in R” which 
contains w. Thus, if Q corresponds tow = (1,. . , 1) then Q = BP +n. We 
have W” = (U ocoQw) u N, where N is the union of the set of coordinate 
hyperplanes in W”. 
Since {Q w : w E a} is a collection of disjoint sets, we compute 
where the last erm follows from the change of variable formula under the 
map Q + Q,, t +B wt. 
The result follows from the definition of 8 and the symmetry hypothesis 
on J/. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.4. A function JI: W” + C is radial if q(t) = $(ltl) for all 
t E R”. Clearly, radial functions satisfy the condition (6.1) and the two 
notions are equivalent to evenness for n = 1. If n > 1, (6.1) is a more 
general notion. Radial functions are invariant under the action of the 
orthogonal group O(n). The functions defined by (6.1) are invariant under 
the action of 0, a subgroup of O(n), whose corresponding matrices with 
respect o the standard basis are diagonal with f 1 entries. 
Proof 6.5. (Wiener-Plancherel theorem). i. Since cp E BQM(lR”) we 
have B(q) < cc and, hence, I+‘(q) < cc by Theorem 3.2. Consequently, 
s E Lf,(lk”) by Theorem 3.5. 
Formally, Ax~(y) = j[AhE(t, ~)]IJYJ( t) dr, and, using Lemma 6.2b, we 
obtain 
Next, the estimate, 
/I 
2 
cp(4 I? d24J dt 
j=l 
(1 + r~) d2rrh,( I,)’ dt 
(6.2) 
gives TJ<~>~&~ d2+ (tj) E L2(R”); and so, by Plancherel’s theorem, 
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A,s E L2(kn) and 
Since each Xj > 0, we have 
1 2 
2”X, **- A, 4 




.y: A JIPASO 12dY- 
n 
(6.3) 
ii. Because of (6.3) the result will be obtained once we prove that 
lim ’ /- b(f)t’df 
T+m 2”T, ‘. ’ T, R, 
1 2 
= lim 
x40 2”h, ‘** A, T(l) ii d2nA,(t,) dt. (6.4) j=l 
Let 
q/(t) = (29, -.* Xn-’ IfId2nh,(‘jJ2 and e(f) = c ld412. 
j=l we.0 
Then, using Lemma 6.3, we see that (6.4) is equivalent toproving 
1 
lim 
r-lx J T, ... T, R,nR+” 
tl( t) dt 
= lim ’ / e(r)~d2~A,(r,12dt~ h-0 A, ‘. * A, R+” 
Now for c E R” with positive components, we write the ordinary limits, 
44 = Jimm Tnc 
1 
‘.. c,/,“T-- r’e(t)dt 
and 
(In R(c) we are actually considering the direction determined by the point 
(C&..,C,l ).) Using this notation, (6.4) will be verified once we prove that 
if A(c) = W (resp. R(c) = W) exists for all c E W” with positive compo- 
nents then R(c) (resp. ,4(c)) exists for these c and equals W. 
iii. By the definitions f A(c) and R(c) we assume without loss of 
generality hat 8 is 0 on R” \ W +n. Also, without loss of generality, we 
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assume 8 is 0 on I, because of the computations 
1 
lim J T+m T”c, . . . c, I, 
e(t) dr = 0 
and 
Cl . . . c,, 2 01 I 22”xn x 2~hc,-~ ‘j dt I J 0 1% ... %I 1, e t dt, 
which tends to 0 as X + 0, since 8 E L&JR”). 
Now, for a given c E R” with positive components, set cj = edI; also, let 
T = e” and X = T-‘. Define the function #,(u,, .. . , u,) = e(t,, . . . ,t,) 
where tj = eUj > 0 and u E R”. Therefore, we obtain 
A(C) = lim e-(nU+d~+ ... +dn) 
u+cc 
t”+d” . . . [“+d’e(t) dt 
= o’imm /_-“;dn .. . j-_‘“‘$,( .)jje-(“+“-uJ du, 
and 
R(C) = FmMT”(cl .-. c~)/~.-. 
-+ 0 
n sin(27rtj( c T)-‘) 
n 
j=l mtj 1 
2 
dt 
= lim e(nU+d~+ ,,, +dv)&m . . . iO)e(t)[ c sin~2Tt~~‘“+d”) r dt 
.!J+m 
1 
= u’em F J 
II sin2(2ne-l(u+d,)-u,l) 
%(u),Fl e-KU+d,)-u,l du. 
iv. Because of our hypothesis, cp E l3QM(W”), we can show 
;pvn /, A&u) du < 00. 
m 
To see this, first note that 
(6.5) 






where m = (ml,. . . , m,) E Z” and J,,, = [em’, em’+‘) 
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X -** X[emn,e mm+1). (Each rj > 0 so the absolute value of the Jacobian 
determinant can be written as l/(ti .. . t,).) Next, observe that 
/ 
e(t) dt 5 
J,,, t . . . t, 
e” 
I eml+l . . . 
emn+l J’,,,“” . - - /6m”‘8(1) dt I e”B(cp). 
Combining these two facts yields (6.5). 
Consequently, ifwe define the operation (#,., n) by jnm#V( t) dr, where 
n E Sw(lRn), then, since qV 2 0, the quantity m (6.5) is the Sk@“) norm 
of ~1 defined by “dp(t) = #,(t) dt “; thus, $, E S;(R”), e.g., Definition 
5.4c. 
v. By our calculations i  part iii and Example 5.6 we have 
A(c) = lim 4, * ~~(t + d) 
1-+m W-9 
and 
R(c) = lim +,*rcR(t + d), 
r-+m (6.7) 
where cj = edj and t + d = (t + d,,. ., t + d,). If A(c) = W (resp. R(c) 
= W) for all c E R” having positive components then (6.6) and (6.7) are 
really “l-limits” asdefined in Definition 5.2. 
Recall that S&R”) is a *-Segal algebra nd lKla(y)l, lBR(y)] > 0 on 8’. 
Thus, except for the fact hat K~ 4 S&W”) the result would be complete 
by means of Theorem 5.5. 
vi. To deal with the fact hat K~ 4 S&R”) we would like to consider 
the *-algebra S(R”) of functions n E L’(lR”) for which lln)ls = 
CIIqIL”(Z,)II < co. Clearly, K”, K~ E S(R”) and ~1 E S’(W”), since #p’ E 
L:,(W “) and satisfies (6.5). IfS(W “) were a Segal algebra we would be done 
by Theorem 5.5; however, continuity oftranslation fails in S(W”) so that 
another argument must be used. 
Fortunately, Wiener’s proof on R extends to W” for this point. Since 
Wiener’s argument is involved we give a brief outline and refer to [W3, pp. 
143-1451 for the further details. 
The first and critical step is to verify that R(c) = W for all c with 
positive components if and only if 
VE > 0, lim l,b,*(K,*6,)(t + d) = W, 68) 
r-c.3 
where {S,} is the mean value approximate identity defined as 8,(t) =
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E-“x,,(t/~). This claim is an immediate consequence of the Tauberian 
theorem, Theorem 5.5, once we observe that each K~ * S, E S,#“) and 
that for each y E lkn there is E > 0 for which ( K~ * S,)^( y) f 0. 
Now assume A(c) = W for all c with positive components. We shall 
prove R(c) = W by verifying (6.8). This verification s an immediate 
consequence of our hypothesis and the dominated convergence theorem 
applied to the convolution, 
J 6,(Z+,*KA(t + d - u) du, 
noting that I/J, * K~ E Lm(Wn). 
Finally, assume R(c) = W for all c with positive components. We use 
(6.8) to prove A(c) = W. To this end, we first compute that 
vx E R”, KA *6,(X) = KA(X)&-” ,fj&~’ - I), 
where yi = max(O, xj - E). A routine stimate then yields the inequalities 
KA(X - C)~?-~~f$l -e?) < KA*6,(X) < KA(X)E-nJf$f?E- I), 
for each x E R”. Consequently, since all our functions are non-negative, w  
have 






the “hm, - m” (resp., “&, _ m” ) of both sides of the first (resp. 
inequality we obtain 
E-” ,,fil (1 - e-‘) lim $I, * ~~(t + d) 
f’cc 
I Wl&-n ,fil(ee - 1) lim ‘I/,* ~~(t + d). 
1400 
Taking the “i&iic _ 0” of each term in this inequality yields 
7 
hm#,*KA(t+d)I WS hm#,*KA(t+d). 
t+m t-cc 
Consequently, we have proved A(c) = W. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 6.6. Condition (6.5) can be obtained in the one-dimensional 
case using either of the hypotheses A(c) = W or R(c) = W. This is done in 
conjunction with the observation about zero sets of B in part iii of the 
previous proof. For example, if .4(c) = W independently ofc, then, even 





I’m t+d,-1 J 
t;dd;l$m( u) du I We”; 
1 
(6.9) 
consequently, since 0 = 0 on (0,l) in the one-dimensional case, we see that 
‘I/, vanishes on (- co, 0) and so (6.9) implies (6.5). 
This calculation, to prove (6.5) assuming A(c) = W, fails in higher 
dimensions even if we take W(q) < cc. (This is one of the reasons we 
assume II(cp) < cc in Theorem 4.1.) For example, in R* the assumption 
0 = 0 on I, implies ‘c/, = 0 on the third quadrant, whereas one requires B 
to be 0 one the strips (0,l) x (1, co) and (1, co) X (0,l) in order to ensure 
that #, is 0 on the second and fourth quadrants; this would allow us to 
apply (6.9). However, we cannot take tI = 0 on these strips bymeans of the 
calculation in part iii since, for example, 
1 
-/Tc2JI,1B(t) dt I 8W(cp)(l + (Tc2)*). 
T*c,c, o 
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